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Introduction
If 2020 was about showing resilience in the face of a global 
pandemic, 2021 was about resurgence.

The UAE’s property market, a key growth driver for the 
economy, displayed unwavering strength in 2021, breaking 
out of multiple years of declines.

Bolstered by a far-reaching vaccination programme which 
has seen over 90% of its population fully vaccinated, the 
UAE was able to resume economic and social activities 
relatively quickly compared to its global counterparts and 
successfully open the much-anticipated Expo 2020 to the 
world’s visitors. The rapid reopening whilst prioritising the 
health and wellbeing of its population saw the UAE gain 
the trust of the world, with many choosing or considering 
relocating to the Emirates for lucrative work prospects, 
superior quality of life and unparalleled safety and security. 

On its part, the UAE continued to introduce new 
policies and update existing ones to enhance its business 
environment, attract overseas capital and talent, and 
appeal to companies operating across a range of sectors to 
set up or expand operations here. These reforms include 
offering multiple residency visa options, complete foreign 
ownership of onshore companies, and a new industrial 
strategy to boost the sector’s contribution to the UAE’s 
GDP to AED 300 bn in the next 10 years, among others.

To further boost its appeal as a preferred relocation 
destination that is expat-friendly, the UAE introduced new 
labour laws going into effect in 2022. These include flexible 
and shared work, part-time, remote working and the ability 
to stay in the country for up to six months after the end 
of a job – a radical change from the previous 30-day limit.  
Lifestyle laws pertaining to alcohol consumption without 
a licence, decriminalising cohabitation of unmarried 
couples and the ability to follow one home country’s laws 
pertaining to inheritance and divorce were also introduced, 
helping to further highlight the progressive policy changes 
underway in the UAE. 

Perhaps one of the most significant announcements was 
the adoption of a 4.5 day work week from Monday through 
half day Friday, with some Emirates declaring Friday as 
a holiday – private companies are permitted to define 
the work week as per their requirement. The move will 
not only align the UAE’s commercial operations with 
other global economies but also showcase the UAE as a 
proponent of a better work-life balance. 

Also announced in 2022 but set for June 2023 
implementation is the introduction of a corporate tax 
applicable to companies generating profits of over AED 
375,000. Set at 9%, the tax is well below the average 23.5% 
corporate income tax rate worldwide, measured by US-
based Tax Foundation across 180 jurisdictions.

All these efforts are helping long-term population 
and economic growth in the UAE. Going forward, the 
population of Dubai alone is projected to nearly double 
over the next two decades to just under 6 million, 
according to government estimates and in line with the 
goals set in the Dubai 2040 Urban Master Plan.  

To accommodate the expected influx of population and 
business expansion, the UAE approved the AED181 billion 
three-year budget for fiscal years 2022-2024, with an 
AED60 billion spending plan for the year 2022.  
In terms of allocation, 42% of total budget has been set 
aside for infrastructure and transportation sectors, whilst 
30% will go towards social development. 

In terms of GDP, the Quarterly Economic Review of the 
Central Bank of the UAE for Q3 2021 expects 2021 growth 
to stand at 2.1% but has forecast double of that at 4.2% 
GDP for 2022, aided by encouraging growth in both oil 
and non-oil sectors. The central bank’s forecast is based 
on the healthy increase in public spending, positive credit 
growth outlook, increased employment and improved 
business sentiment backed by the successful opening of 
the economy and hosting of various sporting and business 
events along with the EXPO 2020, which continues into Q1 
2022. The spill over tourism gains from upcoming regional 
events such as the FIFA World Cup 2022 in Qatar also 
contributed to the positive forecast.

At around USD 100 per barrel, crude oil prices were close 
to 7-year highs, amid strong global demand as the global 
recovery gathers pace and supply fears in the face of 
geopolitical worries. Whilst price and demand outlook 
remain uncertain for oil, any potential gains during the 
year will further benefit oil exporting nations.
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Residential
The residential sector in Abu Dhabi has noted steady 
growth in activity throughout the year. The city is 
undergoing an interesting transformation with the 
launch and completion of various key hospitality and 
family entertainment concepts. This has pushed higher 
the demand for residential units across the city and has 
helped in further widening the investor base. Investments 
by expatriate and foreign investors continues to grow, 
however, as per Savills estimates, close to 60% of property 
investments in the emirate continue to be made by local 
Emirati nationals, followed by non-national residents of 
Abu Dhabi. 

Project completions continued to remain strong 
throughout the year. Close to 5,400 residential units were 
completed across the city. Nudra Saadiyat (approximately 
38 units) by Imkan Properties was the only villa 
development that was completed during the year whilst 
all other unit handovers were apartment developments. 
Notable project handovers include Canal Residence (300 
units), Al Faridah (500+ units), Mayan Residence (66 
units) and the partial handover of Water’s Edge by Aldar 
Properties on Yas Island. 

New supply launches also remained largely stable 
compared to 2020, however, they are significantly lower 
than the 5,500 units launched in 2019. Notable project 
launches included S Reserve Villas (83 units) on Saadiyat 
Island and Magnolias (312 units) at Yas Island by Aldar 
Properties and Diva (725 units) by Reportage Real Estate 
on Yas Island. 

The limited supply addition and strong growth in 
investment activity have positively impacted capital 
values across the city. Compared to 2019 and 2020, where 
prices gradually declined quarterly and annually, prices 
held relatively steady throughout 2021. There have been 
instances of price increase, more notably in the high-end 
to premium villa segment. On average, capital values 
increased by 6-12% y-o-y across apartment and villa 
developments throughout the city.   

Note Saadiyat Island Apartments refer to Saadiyat Beach Residences (SBR) and similar products

R E N T A L  V A L U E  T R E N D

MICRO-MARKET CONFIGURATION AVERAGE ANNUAL RENT (AED) Y-O-Y CHANGE (%)

VILLAS /  TOWNHOUSES

Al Reef 4 Bedroom 130,000 18.2%

Hydra Village 3 Bedroom 65,000 0.0%

Golf Gardens 3 Bedroom 200,000 18.0%

Al Raha Garden 3 Bedroom 145,000 3.6%

Saadiyat Island 4 Bedroom 350,000 16.7%

APARTMENTS

Al Reef 2 Bedroom 60,000 9.1%

Al Raha Beach 2 Bedroom 110,000 10.0%

Saadiyat Island 2 Bedroom 120,000 12.0%

Al Reem Island 2 Bedroom 90,000 5.9%
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investment activity have positively impacted capital 
values across the city. 
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ABU DHABI

Office 
Over the last 12 months, the Abu Dhabi Government 
has made significant progress in improving the ease of 
doing business across the emirate. As part of this effort, 
the government has reduced business set-up fees by 94% 
and removed more than 20,000 requirements to set up 
businesses in the emirate. We were already noticing a 
gradual shift in composition of the occupier base over 
the last few years. This trend continued in 2021 as we saw 
an increase in demand and transactions from companies 
in the media, life sciences and technology sector. The 
majority of transaction closures were observed for office 
spaces in the 2,500 sqm to 5,000 sqm range. Inquiry levels 
and transactions continued for Grade A developments 
such as Aldar HQ, Etihad Towers, Capital Gate and ADGM 
among others.    

Despite the steady inquiry levels and deals, vacancy levels 
across most sub-markets have increased as companies 
look to consolidate and optimise their real estate 
portfolios. Tenants moved from projects with Grade B 
and Grade C specifications to Grade A stock which led 
landlords to become increasingly flexible. They were 
willing to offer generous parking provisions, shorter lease 
terms and other incentives such as extended rent-free 
periods and contribution towards fit-out costs along with 
a reduction in quoted rental values.     
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Source Savills Research
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We saw an increase in demand and 
transactions from companies in the media, 

life sciences and technology sector.
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Throughout the year, strong leasing activity was 
witnessed from companies in metals, automotive, 

chemicals and also data centres.   

ABU DHABI

Industrial and Logistics
The Abu Dhabi Government has undertaken various 
initiatives over the past few years to promote the role of 
industries in the emirate’s economy.  The most recent one 
is the comprehensive 10-year Operation 300bn strategy 
aimed to empower and expand the industrial sector 
in the UAE. It aims to increase the contribution of the 
manufacturing sector to the UAE’s GDP from the current 
AED 133 bn to AED 300 bn by 2031. The government has 
also been proactively reaching out to prospective foreign 
partners for long-term strategic investments.

These positive measures have led to robust demand for 
industrial space in the city. Various small-to-medium-sized 
transactions were observed from Third Party Logistics 
Providers (3PL) and manufacturing sector companies. 
ICAD and KIZAD were among the most sought-after 
micro-markets for industrial activity in the emirate. 

ICAD currently has over 900 manufacturing facilities 
that are home to some of the world’s leading global 
industrial players in a variety of sectors including 
advanced manufacturing, life sciences and biopharma, 
food and agri-tech, machinery and equipment, maritime, 
logistics, chemicals and plastics. On the other hand, the 
third phase of the KIZAD Logistics Park (44,000 sqm of 
leasable area) was completed in Q1 2021 and over 90% 
was occupied by the end of H1 2021. Collectively, these 
two markets witnessed 2.2 million sqm of leasing activity 
during the first six months of 2021, highlighting the sheer 
demand and resilience of the industrial and warehousing 
sector in the capital. Throughout the year, leasing activity 
was witnessed from companies in metals, automotive, 
chemicals sector and also data centre operators. 
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Residential
The residential market in Dubai has been the poster 
child of the rebound in real estate demand in 2021. The 
total volume of residential transactions recorded in the 
city during the year grew by 74% y-o-y to 56,600 units. 
Meanwhile, the total value of transactions reached USD 
35 billion, which is the highest recorded since the global 
financial crisis. The city’s residential market not just 
outperformed its past activity levels but was among the 
best-performing markets globally. As per the Savills Global 
Prime Residential Index, which compares prime residential 
properties across 30 global cities, capital values in Dubai 
in 2021 grew by an average 17% y-o-y, the third highest 
globally, after Miami and Los Angeles. 

Transaction activity was spearheaded by villa/townhouse 
developments. The total take-up across the segment 
reached circa 16,800 units, an increase of 122% compared 
to 2020. Close to 39,700 apartment transactions were 
also recorded during the year, a growth of 59% y-o-y. 
Ready properties continued to dominate demand with a 
share of 57% of overall transactions. Preference for ready 
properties has been steadily growing since 2017, when they 
constituted only 39% of total transactions, as people chose 
to take immediate possession of properties rather than 
wait for a project to reach completion. 

Demand for villa/townhouse developments was largely 
overserved across projects such as Akoya Oxygen (1,100 
units), Damac Hills (730 units), Villanova (1,114 units), 
MBR City (2,070), Tilal Al Ghaf (1,603) and Arabian 
Ranches Phase 3 (1,200). Al Furjan, The Springs and 
Meadows, and Dubai South were among the other 
micro-markets that witnessed strong demand for villa 
and townhouse developments. Transaction activity for 
apartments was largely concentrated across MBR City and 
Business Bay (4,080 units each),  

Dubai Marina (3,400 units), Jumeirah Village Circle 
(JVC) (3,290) Jumeirah Lake Towers (JLT) (2,450) and 
Downtown Dubai (2,430 units). 

The strong rebound in activity levels has prompted 
developers to launch new projects, especially in the high-
end to luxury segment. There was an 80% y-o-y increase 
in 2021 in new project launches with close to 16,200 new 
units introduced across the emirate. It is interesting to 
note that almost half of the new launches were in the villa/
townhouse segment as demand continues to remain strong 
for larger living formats. New phases of Tilal Al Ghaf, 
Villanova, Arabian Ranches 3 and standalone developments 
across JVC were among the key submarkets that witnessed 
new project launches.

The sustained growth in transactions since H2 2020 has 
led to a healthy increase in capital values across the city. 
On an average, capital values across the villa/townhouse 
developments have risen by 21% y-o-y, whilst apartment 
prices have increased by an average 8% y-o-y across the 
city as residents prioritised larger and more open spaces. 
However, select micro-markets, with limited supply and 
development potential such as the Palm Jumeirah, have 
seen greater price appreciation throughout the year.  

Rental values have begun to appreciate as well, as 
professionals return to the city for job and business 
prospects. Within the rental market too, the villa and 
townhouse segment performed better than apartments 
given that many residents chose to upgrade their living 
spaces when rents were lower during the early days of the 
pandemic amidst limited supply. As per the Savills Global 
Prime Residential Index, Dubai’s rental market was the 
top performer in 2021 among the 30 global cities tracked, 
recording gains of 25% y-o-y.

DUBAI
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Rental values have begun to appreciate as 
well, as professionals return to the city for 

job and business prospects. 
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R E N T A L  V A L U E  T R E N D

MICRO-MARKET CONFIGURATION AVERAGE ANNUAL RENT (AED) Y-O-Y CHANGE (%)

VILLAS /  TOWNHOUSES

Al Furjan Villas 4 Bedroom 150,000 15.4%

Springs – Townhouses 3 Bedroom 150,000 25.0%

Mira – Townhouses 3 Bedroom 120,000 20.0%

Arabian Ranches 1 – 
Alvorada Villas 4 Bedroom 270,000 17.4%

APARTMENTS

Downtown Dubai 1 Bedroom 75,000 10.0%

Business Bay 2 Bedroom 85,000 13.0%

Jumeirah Lakes Towers 2 Bedroom 95,000 12.0%

Dubai Marina 2 Bedroom 130,000 18.0%

The Greens 3 Bedroom 100,000 5.0%
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Office
The Dubai office market witnessed a strong rebound 
in activity throughout 2021. The offshoots of growth 
which were visible since the start of H1 2020, picked up 
momentum in 2021 with various small to medium-sized 
transactions concluded throughout the city. This increase 
in transaction activity is also reflected in the number of the 
new business licences issued by the Dubai Government, 
which grew by 69% to 72,152 in 2021 compared to 42,729 
licences in 2020. The city’s office market has immensely 
benefited from the proactive and positive measures 
implemented by the government to ensure business 
continuity along with safeguarding the health of its 
residents and visitors. The policies were also well received 
by the global business community who now seriously 
consider Dubai as an alternative to expand and grow 
their business. Over the past few months, inquiry levels 
from global multinationals have reflected this trend — an 
increasing number of companies, especially from Europe, 
are exploring office options across the city to either 
relocate part of their business operations or expand further 
into a new market. The UAE Government’s announcement 
to change its working week to Monday through Friday has 
further worked in favour of the city as a preferred office 
location for multinational companies.

Occupier demand continues to be diverse with companies 
from banking and financial services, consulting, life 
sciences, and technology sectors driving the bulk of the 
demand. The strong growth in activity in 2021 has led to a 
sharp drop in vacancy rates across Grade A developments. 
This has prompted existing corporate occupiers in the 
region to take a long-term view of their office footprint 
and negotiate favourable lease terms with landlords. On 
the other hand, landlords have been firm on their rental 
expectations, and as a result, rents have either remained 
stable or marginally increased in 10 of the 24 micro-
markets tracked by Savills. A rise in rents amidst a clear 
lack of Grade A developments to meet the growing demand 
indicates a possible upward trend in rental values. This 
follows the gradual correction in rents we have noticed 
since 2016. 

As the flight-to-quality approach persists, the majority of 
the leasing activity was expectedly concentrated across 
Grade A and prime office developments. There has been 
an increase in the number of companies that have reduced 
their office space whilst relocating to newer high-quality 
developments as they adopt hybrid working models. The 
recent spike in Covid-19 cases at the tail-end of 2021 has 
further pushed the hybrid work agenda in the region with 
an increasing number of companies considering flexible 
working options for their employees.

DUBAI
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Source Savills Research
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2022
An increasing number of companies, especially from 
Europe, are exploring office options across the city 

to either relocate part of their business operations or 
expand further into a new market.
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Industrial and Logistics
Warehousing and industrial activity is starting to mature 
in this part of the world, and we saw heightened activity in 
2021. As per Emirates NBD Research, Dubai’s Purchasing 
Managers’ Index (PMI) reading rose to a two-and-a-half 
year high of 55.3 in December 2021, from 54.5 in November, 
and has maintained growth momentum since the start of 
2021. The research identified strong growth in new work 
and business activity, following the relaxation of travel 
restrictions and the start of Expo 2020 as the primary 
driver for activity in 2021. This was reflected in the strong 
uptake in demand for warehousing and industrial space 
throughout the year across the various key free zone and 
non-free zone locations. 

Leasing activity was driven by a spike in renewal, 
relocation and consolidation exercise. The entry of a 
number of international companies, especially in the 
engineering and manufacturing sector, and expansion 
activity by 3PL (Third Party Logistics) and e-commerce 
companies were other factors that contributed to a strong 
increase in demand. Most of these transactions were 
concluded following the proactive measures implemented 
by the government such as reducing fees for business 
incorporation and relaxing FDI norms, among others. A 
healthy mix of small, medium and large-sized transactions 
were observed across most micro-markets. Most of the 
demand was concentrated across locations such as Dubai 
South, Jebel Ali Free Zone Authority (JAFZA), Dubai 
Investment Park (DIP) and National Industries Park 
(NIP). However, demand drivers across these micro-
markets varied depending on factors such as the nature of 
the business and warehousing specifications. 

Occupiers from the F&B sector and select 3PL companies 
that service the domestic market continue to display 
a preference for Al Quoz due to its central location. 
Meanwhile, Dubai South emerged as the preferred location 
for e-commerce companies and other 3PL players due to 
the availability of international quality stock, proximity to 
the port and airport, and easy access through major road 
networks. 

During 2021, close to 400,000 sq. ft. of BTS (built-to-suit) 
warehousing space was committed by a global 3PL player 
at Dubai South — the facility is likely to be handed over by 
the end of 2022. Across other key markets, over 1 million 
sq. ft. of space was leased by Cars24 at Jebel Ali, making it 
one of the most active industrial and warehousing markets 
during 2021. DIP and JAFZA were among the other key 
markets to witness strong demand during the review 
period. Various small-to-medium size transactions were 
observed across these locations.

Rental quotes and transacted rents across most micro-
markets witnessed a strong increase on an annual basis. 
Grade A developments across Dubai South, Al Quoz and 
DIP were among the markets to record the highest annual 
growth in rents, up by an average 25% y-o-y. Grade B and 
Grade C developments have been the other beneficiaries 
of the recent spike in demand. Due to the limited 
quantity and lack of ready availability of Grade A stock, 
deal closures across Grade B and Grade C developments 
increased, leading to an average 13% y-o-y growth in values 
across the city. 

DUBAI

2022 The entry of a number of international companies, 
especially in the engineering and manufacturing sector, 

and expansion activity by 3PL (Third Party Logistics) and 
e-commerce companies were other factors that contributed 

to a strong increase in demand. 
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Over the past few years, Sharjah has seen the launch of various 
retail, hospitality and family entertainment concepts, at 

various stages of completion, which has increased its appeal as 
a maturing mid-to-high-end family destination.

Residential
Sharjah’s real estate market recovered strongly in 2021 
aided by government measures to counter the effects 
of the pandemic, including an expansive vaccination 
programme. According to the Savills Sharjah Occupancy 
Index, in December 2021, occupancy levels across Sharjah 
have remained largely unchanged compared to 2020 and 
stood at 84%. 

According to the Sharjah Real Estate Registration 
Department, the value of property transactions in the 
emirate in 2021 rose to a four-year high of AED 26.2 billion, 
up 64.9% compared to the previous year.  Transaction 
volumes for 2021 stood at 84,238, an increase of 30.7% 
compared to the 64,459 deals in 2020. The total area of real 
estate transaction in the emirate during 2021 amounted to 
112 million square feet with Al Khan, Al Raqeeba, Muwailih 
Commercial and Hoshi emerging as the most popular 
areas. For the full year 2021, leading developer Arada 
reported robust sales numbers at AED 2.41 billion, up 38% 
over 2020, which reflect a strong resurgence in demand, 
especially for its new projects. In volume terms, Arada sold 
2,488 homes in 2021, a gain of over 6% compared to 2020, 
highlighting the significant appreciation witnessed in value 
terms. 

The sales growth was largely driven by projects such as 
the forested villa community Masaar and the already 
popular mixed-use project Aljada, displaying the continued 
preference of buyers since 2020 for villa and townhouse 
communities. At Aljada, Arada sold 1,796 homes with 
a total value of nearly AED 1.1 billion and in Nasma 
Residences, the villa and townhouse community in Al 
Suyoh, the developer is nearing completion of the sixth 
and final phase of the project.  

Within the Aljada development, Arada announced in 
2021 the launch of The Gate community, a two-building 
complex (120 units), The Boulevard 3 (171 units), Sokoon 4 
(118 units) and Sharjah’s first branded serviced apartments 
building Vida Residences 3 (149 units). 

Over the past few years, Sharjah has seen the launch 
of various retail, hospitality and family entertainment 
concepts, at various stages of completion, which has 
increased its appeal as a maturing mid-to-high-end family 
destination. The social infrastructure development 
is driven by government entities such as the Sharjah 
Investment and Development Authority (Shurooq) 
alongside private developers who are launching integrated 
developments to meet growing demand.  One such 
project is the AED 87 million Al Hira beach development 
featuring children’s play zones, several F&B options 
and a pro skatepark attraction set to open in Q1 2022.  
A little distance away the Khorfakkan Beach East Cost 
Revitalisation aims to redesign a 3 km stretch of beach by 
providing top-quality public amenities, engaging activities 
and a multitude of dining and hospitality options. Other 
concepts catering to a variety of interests include the 
nature retreat of Kingfisher, the desert retreats of Al Faya 
and Al Badayer, the Al Bridi Resort and Petting Zoo, Kalba 
Waterfront Mall and a range of other hospitality offerings.

SHARJAH

MICRO-MARKET CONFIGURATION AVERAGE ANNUAL RENT (AED) Y-O-Y CHANGE (%)

APARTMENTS

Al Majaz District 2 Bedroom 32,000 -7.9%

Al Sharq District 1 Bedroom 16,000 -13.5%

Al Qasimiya District 1 Bedroom 18,000 23.9%

Al Khan District 2 Bedroom 30,000 -15.7%

University City /  Al Muwaileh 2 Bedroom 32,000 -4.7%

R E N T A L  V A L U E  T R E N D
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The UAE has a ‘first-mover’ advantage which will work in its favour in the long run as 
a preferred hub for trade, leisure and residency in the region. In the short-to-medium 
term, however, asset pricing across the residential sector is likely to remain under 
pressure due to the large quantum of under-construction projects which are likely 
to be handed over in the next 18 to 24 months. Demand is likely to remain stable and 
improve over the next few quarters on the back of proactive government policies. 
Along with further diversification of the economy, ease of doing business and long-term 
visa policies, the Government’s vision for the next 50 years is likely to lead a gradual 
transitioning to a knowledge-based economy. This will promote innovation, research 
and development and thereby continue to increase employment in the services industry 
and drive demand for residential units.  

Across the industrial and warehousing segment, demand for built-to-suit warehousing 
space was particularly strong from companies as they plan for future expansions and 
invest in good quality stock. Investments into sustainable real estate, which has picked-
up momentum over the last 12 months has also been a key driver for built-to-suit 
warehouses. Companies are ensuring their real estate is sustainable and complaint with 
local and global regulatory requirements to maintain their competitive edge.

Demand for office real estate on the other hand, has remained strong in 2021, this is 
contrary to 2020 when markets were easing out of lockdown. This trend also continues 
to drive demand for business centres and other flexible space providers which have 
recorded healthy occupancy levels. A shift in approach towards real estate strategy is 
likely to continue. Companies are likely to gradually move away from just focussing on 
cost saving to also securing good quality office space. A strong recovery in domestic 
economic activity and bullish business sentiments for 2022 is likely to push demand for 
office space going forward.
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We provide bespoke services for landowners, developers, occupiers and investors across the lifecycle of residential, commercial or mixed-use 
projects. We add value by providing our clients with research-backed advice and consultancy through our market-leading global research team. 
Working alongside investors, developers, operators and owners, we inject market insight and provide evidence-based advice at every stage of an 
asset’s lifecycle. We have unrivalled reach across the Middle East with extensive market experience in UAE, Bahrain, Oman, Egypt and KSA.
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